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Abstract

Segregation Distorters are genetic elements that disturb the meiotic segregation of heterozygous
genotypes� The e�ect is hence often referred to as meiotic drive� The driving chromosome de�
stroys its partner� provided the latter is not resistant against the �killer�� The dynamic behavior
of a meiotic drive system is in general determined by the interaction of several alleles at di�erent
gene loci� The corresponding genes are �ultra�sel�sh� in that they force their own spreading in
the population without contributing positively to the �tness of the organisms carrying them� In
this work we consider only autosomal drive systems with two or three loci� one or two �killer loci�
and a single �target locus�� We mostly restrict ourselves to models with the minimum number
of di�erent genotypes� commonly three or four� The only exception is a six�species model for the
spore killer system in Neurospora intermedia�
We model the population dynamics by means of replicator equations� The dynamics of these
di�erential equations coincides with the behavior of the di�erence equations which are more com�
mon in population genetics as far as the stability of �xed points and the existence of heteroclinic
cycles is concerned� We show here that heteroclinic cycles are abundant in models of segrega�
tion distortion systems� Their stability properties are analysed in detail for a variety of models�
In particular we investigate heteroclinic cycles in the population dynamics of the SD�locus of
Drosophila melanogaster and the relative stability of heteroclinic cycles in the competition of
two killer alleles at the same gene locus� Finally� we �nd a large number of heteroclinic cycles in
a game dynamical model of the spore killer system of the fungus Neurospora intermedia�
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Segregation Distorters sind genetische Elemente� die das MendelscheGleichverh	altnis der Meiose�
teilung heterozygoter Individuen st	oren� Das Auftreten von Segregationsverzerrern 
segrega�
tion distorters� wird auch als �Meiotic Drive� bezeichnet� Das Drive�Chromosom zerst	ort sein
Partner�Chromosom� sofern dieses nicht resistent ist� Meist sind bestimmte Allele f	ur denMeiotic
Drive verantwortlich� Das Verhalten eines Meiotic Drive Systems kann auch vom Zusammen�
spielen mehrerer Allele auf verschiedenenGen�Loci abh	angig sein� Die entsprechendenGene sind
jedenfalls �ultrasel�sh�� da sie f	ur ihre Verbreitung sorgen� ohne dem Organismus� der sie be�
herbergt� zu einem Vorteil zu verhelfen� In dieser Arbeit werden haupts	achlich autosomale Drive
Systeme mit zwei oder drei Loci� einem oder zwei �Killer Loci� und einem �Target Locus� n	aher
beschrieben� 	ublicherweise mit der geringstm	oglichenAnzahl von Spezies� n	amlich drei oder vier�
Eine Ausnahme ist ein Modell f	ur das �Spore Killer� System des Pilzes Neurospora intermedia

mit sechs verschiedenen Genotypen�
Die Populationsdynamik wird mit Hilfe von Replikatorgleichungen in kontinuierliche Zeit mod�
elliert� Dieser Ansatz stimmt mit den in der Populationsgenetik 	ublichen Di�erenzengleichungen
	uberein� soweit es die Existenz von Fixpunkten und von heteroklinen Zyklen betri�t� In der
vorliegenden Arbeit wird gezeigt� da� heteroklinen Zyklen h	au�g in Systemen mit Meiotic Drive
auftreten� Ihre Stabilit	at wird in ausgew	ahlten Modellen im Detail beschrieben� Insbesonders
werden heterokline Zyklen in der Populationsdynamik des SD�Locus von Drosophila melanogaster

und beim Wettbewerb von zwei verschiedenen Killer�Allelen untersucht� Eine gro�e Zahl von
heteroklinen Zyklen tritt schlie�lich in einer spieldynamischen Modellierung des Meiotic Drive
Systems auf� das in Neurospora intermedia gefunden wurde�
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Segregation Distortion

�� Segregation Distortion

����Mendel�s Laws

The Particulate Theory of Inheritance was developed more than a century ago by

Gregor Mendel� a member of the K
onigskloster at Br
unn in Moravia ����� Mendel

discovered two basic laws of inheritance which are now named after him�

��� No blending occurs when pure�bred individuals are crossed� Mendel found

the proof by examining the �rst two daughter generations� The �rst consists

of hybrid individuals� where either one of the characters may be obscured by

the other� or some condition intermediate between the two characters de�nes

the phenotype� In the second daughter generation� half of the population is

composed of the original types in de�nite proportions� while the other half

of the population are again hybrids� The mechanism of segregation explains

the recovery process of the original type in the second daughter generation�

��� Two or more characters which are brought into the cross� segregate inde�

pendently of each other� This principle is known as the law of independent

assortment� In Mendel�s examples �peas in the garden of the monastery�

the two characters �color and texture of the �owers� were located on di�er�

ent chromosomes� The law of independent assortment is restricted to this

situation� Otherwise the characters are linked�

In Mendel�s days the mechanism which causes segregation was unknown� Mendel�s

results did not become generally known before great advances had been made

in cytology� It took almost thirty��ve years until his results attracted general

attention� By then it had become apparent that the hereditary material must be

carried in the nucleus of the germ cells� for this is often the only part which the

o�spring receives from both its parents� Within the nucleus� the chromosomes had

been found� They separate and recombine in a manner well �tted to provide the

physical basis of the Mendelian segregation of characters ����
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Segregation Distortion

����Unfair Segregation

Segregation Distorters are genetic elements that exhibit the phenomenon ofmeiotic

drive� that is� the mechanisms of the meiotic divisions cause one member of a

pair of heterozygous allels �genic meiotic drive� or heteromorphic chromosomes

�chromosomal meiotic drive� to be transmitted to progeny in excess of the expected

Mendelian proportion of ��� ����� They can be viewed as �ultra�sel�sh genes

since they not only show a tendency to increase in frequency without increasing the

�tness of the organism harbouring them� but the active element ��killer� achieves

this increase by actively promoting the destruction of its allelic alternative�s� �����

The distortion strength � is the proportion of distorter alleles �resp� chromosomes�

among all viable alleles �resp� chromosomes� transmitted into progeny�

Segregation distorters can be further divided into two groups depending on whether

they are autosomal or sex�linked� They occur in a wide range of organisms� table �

lists a few examples� A comparison of a number of drive systems can be found in

����� In this work we will restrict our attention to autosomal drive�

An early example of a segregation distorter system was found in several species of

commensal mice� in particular in mus domesticus and mus musculus ����� It is a

variant of chromosome �� carrying an array of inversions called TRD ��transmis�

sion ratio distortion� which comprises roughly ���� of the total mouse genome�

Chromosomes carrying TRD have been termed t�haplotypes� Heterocygous t� 

males transmit predominately t�bearing sperm �����

Segregation distorter chromosomes �SD� were discovered in ���! in a natural pop�

ulation of drosophila melanogaster by Y� Hiraizumi ����� In males� they violate

the Mendelian rule of segregation� Males heterozygous for SD produce progeny

among which at least ��� carry SD� The mechanism of distortion is sperm dys�

function of a large fraction of the sperm carrying the genetically normal homologue

of SD� Sandler and Novitski ���� proposed at about the same time that the rules

of Mendelian transmission can be violated by a process they called Meiotic Drive�

Spore�Killer alleles �Sk� have been observed in various fungi� in particular in Neu�

rospora� Sk� heterocygous fungi produce ��� viable spores which all carry Sk�

� � �
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Table ��Some Examples of Segregation Distorters in Nature�

Organism Genetic Element �z Ref�

Sex Ratio Distortion
Lemming� Myopus schisticolor X�Chromosome ��" ����
African Butter�ies� W�Chromosome ��� ���

Genera Danaus� Acrea
Mosquito� Aedes aegyptii X�Chromosome ��!� ����
Drosophila� subgroups
a�nis and obscura X�Chromosome �SR� y ���
Nasonia PSR # ��!�

Autosomal Segregation Distortion

Fungi� e�g� Neurospora Spore Killer �Sk� ��� ����
Mouse t�haplotype �Chr� ��� ���� ��� ����
Drosophila melanogaster SD�locus ���� ����
Siberian Mouse Chromosome � ��"� ���
Maize B Chromosome ����

�up to �� in laboratory populations�
ymany di�erent subgenera with di�erent distortion ratios�
zThe distortion strenght � is explained in the text�

while the other half of the spores are non�viable� This means that there is complete

segregation distortion�

B chromosomes are non�essential chromosomes which are present in some individ�

uals of a population but not in others� They are never paired with a member of

the normal �essential� chromosome set� B chromosomes occur both in diploids and

polyploids� and they have been found in hundreds of species in all major taxonomic

groups in both animals and plants� For a detailed survey of B chromosomes� see

ref������ Supernumerary B chromosomes display probably the most common form

of meiotic drive�

A comparison of mathematical models for the sex�ratio drive in drosophila pseu�

doobscura� the SD complex in drosophila melanogaster� the t�haplotype in mus

musculus� and the sex�determination system in aedes aegypti can be found in

ref������
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��Model Dynamics

Segregation Distorter systems occur in sexually replicating species� Therefore� the

two�sex equation discussed in section ��� is the appropriate model dynamics� We

will see� however� that the most important dynamical features of meiotic drive

systems can already be described by replicator equations� In this work we restrict

ourselves to replicator dynamics in continuous time� A few relations to the discrete

time version of the replicator equation will be discussed in section ����

����Replicator Equations

According to Dawkins ���� replicators are any entities that can get copied and

satisfy the following two conditions�

��� their properties can a�ect their probability of being copied�

��� the line of descendant copies is �at least in principle� unlimited�

A gene� for instance� is a replicator as long as it stays in the germ line�

Let xi denote the relative concentration �frequency� of the replicator�species i� The

dynamics of the relative concentrations is commonly described by the replicator

equation �����

$xk % xk

�
� nX

j��

akjxj �
nX

i�j��

aijxixj

�
A � �R�

In matrix notation this reads

$xk % xk ��Ax�k � �xAx�� � �R�

Replicator equations arise in a variety of di�erent �elds� In sociobiology they are

used to model the evolution of behavioral phenotypes ����� they model the dynam�

ics of autocatalytic networks in macromolecular evolution ����� Fisher�s selection

equations is of this form ���� they occur in theoretical immunology ����� disguised
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Model Dynamics

as Lotka�Volterra equations they play a major role in mathematical ecology �����

and describe the mode selection in lasers �����

The replicator equation stays the same if we substract a constant bk in every

column k of the corresponding matrix� So if we choose bk % akk� then the resulting

matrix is called game matrix of the replicator system� The entries in its k�th

column are thus aik � akk for all i % �� ���� n� Hence� its main diagonal consists of

zeros� We will call this the normal form of the game matrix�

Lemma ������ Let &x � �Sn be a �xed point and denote byK the set of all indices

k for which xk % �� Then

�k �% �A&x�k � �&xA&x�

is the eigenvalue of the Jacobian of R belonging to the direction k� These eigen�

values are called transversal�

Proof� One checks immediately that �k is in fact an eigenvalue of the Jacobian�

Consider the replicator system R� consisting only of the non�vanishing species in

&x� and the system Rk which consists of all the non�vanishing species and a single

extinct species k� One checks easily that the Jacobian of &x in Rk has the form

J�&x�Rk� %

�
J�&x�R�� X

� �k

�
�

where J�&x�R�� denotes the Jacobian at &x in R�� If �y is a right eigenvector of

J�&x�R��� then ��y� ��
� is a right eigenvector of J�&x�Rk� with the same eigenvalue�

Hence �k is the eigenvalue belonging to the only direction in which R� and Rk

di�er� namely the direction k�

A very useful observation is the following

Lemma ������ Let A be a game matrix in normal form� Then the entry aki is

the transversal eigenvalue at the corner i belonging to the eigenvector pointing

towards the corner k�

Proof� See� e�g�� ��!� p� �����

� � �
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����Discrete versus Continuous Replicator Dynamics

In this section we investigate brie�y the relation between the discrete�time repli�

cator equation

x�k % xk
�Ax�k
�xAx�

�R��

and the continuous time replicator equations

$xk % xk ��Ax�k � �xAx�� � �R�

Lemma ������ Let A � �� Then �R� and �R�� have the same rest points�

Proof� A � � implies �xAx� � � on Sn� The condition for x to be a rest point of

�R�� is x�k % xk� i�e�� xk��Ax�k��xAx� � �� % �� Clearly� this is equivalent to the

condition for x to be a rest point of �R��

It is not surprising that the Jacobian matrices J and J� of �R� and �R��� respec�

tively� are closely related� We have

Lemma ������ Let &x be a rest point of �R� and �R��� Then

J��&x� %
�

�&xA&x�
J�&x�  E�

where E denotes the matrix of identity�

Proof� The Jacobian for the continuous�time equation �R� reads

Jkl�x� % 	kl ��Ax�k � �xAx��  xk �akl � �Ax�l � �xA�l� �

For the discrete�time equation �R�� we �nd

J�kl�x� %
�

�&xA&x�
�	kl�A&x�k  &xkakl�  

�

�&xA&x�
&xk
�A&x�k
�&xA&x�

��A&x�l  �&xA�l�

Using that on a rest point we have &xk % � or �A&x�k % �&xA&x� this reduces to

J�kl�&x� %
�

�&xA&x�
f	kl�A&x�k  &xk �akl � �A&x�l � �&xA�l�g � ���

Subtracting �&xA&x� from the �rst term inside the curly brackets yields

J�kl�&x�� 	kl % Jkl�&x���&xA&x��

� ! �
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While the equilibria of �R� and �R�� do not have the same stability properties in

general� we have the following useful result�

Lemma ������ Let &x be a rest point of �R� and �R�� with &xk % �� Then the

stability of the transversal direction k is the same for both equations�

Proof� First we observe that

��k�&x� %
�A&x�k
�&xA&x�

� �

as an immediate consequence of equation ���� Lemma � now implies that �k�&x� is

greater than �� equal to �� and smaller than � if and only if ��k�&x� is greater that

�� equal to �� and smaller than �� respectively� Hence the transversal direction k

has the same stability for both dynamical systems�

����Two Sex Equation

In this section we derive the general form of the fertility selection equation for

diploid populations� see e�g�� ��!� p��!!�� Let xk and yk denote the frequencies of

the male and female gametes� respectively� Let us �rst consider the discrete�time

case� The fertility of male genotype �ij� is mij� and correspondingly we denote the

fertility of a female with genotype �ij� by fij � We have�

x�k %
�

� 'm

�
�xk

nX
j��

mkjyj  yk

nX
j��

mkjxj

�
	

y�k %
�

� 'f

�
�xk

nX
j��

fkjyj  yk

nX
j��

fkjxj

�
	

�F��

It will prove useful to consider the average frequencies of the gametes zk % �xk  

yk���� and the deviation from the averages 	k % �xk � yk���� For further usage

we remark the converse transformation�

xk % zk  	k for the males� and

yk % zk � 	k for the females�

� � �
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Using matrix notation� we can rewrite the fertility selection equation �F�� as

x�k %
�

'm
�zk�Mz�k � 	k�M	�k ��

y�k %
�
'f
�zk�Fz�k � 	k�F	�k��

From
P

j xj %
P

j yj % � we �nd immediately

'm % �zMz� � �	M	� and 'f % �zFz� � �	F	��

The continuous analogue of this equation is obtained by means of the substitutions

� 'm�x�k � xk� � $xk and � 'f�y�k � yk�� $yk�

This yields
$xk % xk�My�k  yk�Mx�k � �xk 'm

$yk % xk�Fy�k  yk�Fx�k � �yk 'f

Two special cases of the �two sex equation are of particular interest�

� If M % F � then the subspace

R % f�x� y� � Sn � Snjx % yg

is invariant and globally attracting ��!� p��!"�Ex� ��� The sex ratio is equal in

R� The dynamics within this subspace is given by the discrete time replicator

equation

z�k %
zk�Mz�k
�zMz�

�

� If there is no selection in one sex we �nd

x�k %
�

'w
�zk�Wz�k � 	k�W	�k�

y�k % zk�

where x refers to sex which is subject to selection� This can be rewritten as

� 'w�z�i � zi� % zi�wi � zWz� � ��	i�W	�i � zi�	W	��

� 'w�	�i � 	i� % � 'w�z
�
i � zi�� �	i 'w

� " �
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which leads us to a slightly di�erent construction of the continuous time ana�

logue� replacing � 'w�z�i � zi� by $zi and � 'w�	�i � 	i� by $	i� respectively� yields

$zi % zi��Wz�i � zWz�� �	i�W	�i � zi�	W	��

$	i % $zi � �	i��zWz� � �	W	��
���

In the following we will discuss a few general properties of the second special case

as well as its relation to replicator equations�

Lemma ������ If �&z� &	� is a rest point of �(� then either &	i % � or &	i % �&zi for all

i�

Proof� If �&z� &	� is a �xed point of �(� then

&	i�&zW &z � &	W &	� % �

and hence either 	i % � for all i or� if 	i �% � for some i�

&zW &z % &	W &	� ����

It remains to investigate the implications of the condition �((�� We know that

W � � and j	ij 	 jzij for all i and all �z� 	�� It is easy to see that �((� can be

ful�lled only if 	i % �zi� i�e�� if one of the two sexes has died out�

Clearly the second class of equilibria is unrealistic� From the biological point of

view the entire system has died out� the positive frequencies of some genotypes

are merely artifacts of working with relative abundances�

We will therefore restrict attention to the case where 	 % �� The gamete frequen�

cies in equilibrium are determined by

zi��Wz�i � zWz� % ��

Note that the very same equation governs the rest points of the replicator equation

$zi % zi��Wz�i � zWz�� �R�

� � �
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The relation between the continuous form of the model �(� and the replicator

equation �R� is even closer� however� as the following result shows�

Theorem ������ Let �&z� &	� be a rest point of �(�� then &z is a rest point of the

replicator equation �R� with the same �tness matrix� Furthermore� �&z� �� and &z

have the same number of non�negative eigenvalues�

Proof� The Jacobian of �(� has the components

� $zi
�zj

%
�

�zj
fzi��Wz�i � �zWz��g  O�	�

� $zi
�	j

% O�	�

� $	i
�zj

%
� $zi
�zj

�O�	�

� $	i
�	j

% O�	� � �	i�j�zWz�

�J�

At all meaningful rest points we have 	 % � and hence the Jacobian reduces to

J %

�
J �
J ���&zW &z�E

�

where E is the identity matrix and J is the Jacobian of �R�� which has the entries

Jij %
�

�zj
fzi��Wz�i � �zWz��g






z��z

It is easy to check that ���zWz� is an n�fold eigenvalue of J � Consequently� the

stability of the system is determined by the Jacobian of the replicator equation

�R��

We have now shown that the continuous form of the two�sex�fertility selection

equation �F� is closely related to the replicator equation �R�� In particular� if

selection acts on only one sex� the equilibria of F and their stability are the same

as for the replicator equation R� The replicator equation can be interpreted in

terms of a strategic game that describes the genetic processes in a simpler form

than F � We use replicator equations in the following sections since more general

models are mostly untractable by analytical methods� and it is hence very di	cult

or even impossible to predict their stability properties�

� �� �
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	�Heteroclinic Cycles

����Heteroclinic Cycles in Biological Models

De�nition� A heteroclinic cycle is a cyclic arrangement of saddle points together

with connecting orbits such that each orbit has one saddle point as 
�limit and

the next one as ��limit�

Heteroclinic cycles have not been very popular as ��limits in biological models�

Nevertheless they do occur in a number of simple models�

The simplest� though rather arti�cial� form of three dimensional equations that

allow for heteroclinic cycles are those with circulant interaction matrices� A well�

known example is the May�Leonard ���� model for cyclic competition which has

attracted considerable interest� see e�g� ��"� ����

$x� % x���� x� � 
x� � �x��

$x� % x���� �x� � x� � 
x��

$x� % x���� 
x� � �x� � x��

where �  �  �  
� 
  �  �� The assumptions behind this special Lotka�

Volterra system are so arti�cial that it is unlikely that we could ever �nd them �in

the �eld� Nevertheless they display very interesting features� and furthermore

they yield handy analytical expressions that are easy to interpret� In the above

case� there exists a unique interior rest point m given by

m� % m� %m� % ����  
 ���

The Jacobian at m is circulant and it can be shown that m is a saddle� There are

four further rest points� all on bdIR�
�� namely � �which is a source� and the three

saddles e�� e�� e� which form an attractive heteroclinic cycle�

� �� �
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x1

x
2

time

x
2

Figure �� Example of a heteroclinic cycle� Replicator equation 
R� with the interaction matrix

A�

�
� � �a �

� � �a

�a � �

�
A

where a����� Left� phase portraits� Right� time evolution of x��

The Battle of the Sexes is an example of an asymmetric game due to Dawkins

����� It models the con�ict between males and females concerning their respective

shares in parental investment� The corresponding di�erential equations are

$x % x�� � x��C�� � �G�E�y� �

$y % y��� y���E  �C  E �G�x� �

where the parameters are non�negative pay�o� values� For details see� e�g�� ��!�

p����f�� The state space for this relative of the Lotka�Volterra equation is the

unit square ��� �� � ��� ��� The edges of the square form a heteroclinic cycle� In

Dawkin�s original model displayed above the phase portrait consists of a contin�

uum of periodic orbits surrounding a unique equilibrium in the interior of the

square� Modi�cations of this model can lead to both an asymptotically stable and

a repulsive heteroclinic cycle ��!� �"��

The competition of three particular strains of the yeast Saccharomyces cervisiae

called H��� H���� and H��� in a glucose limited �ow reactor can be described by

� �� �
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a replicator equation with the following game matrix in normal form ����

A %

�
� � ���" �����
����� � ���!
���� ����� �

�
A

This model has a globally stable interior equilibrium and an unstable heteroclinic

orbit� It is discussed in detail in section " of Weissing�s paper ���� on relatives of

the Rock�Scissors�Paper game� These so�called RSP�games are characterized by a

game matrix �in normal form� of the type

A %

�
� �  �
� �  
 � �

�
A

where  indicates a positive entry and � indicates a non�positive entry� The

example in �gure � is of this type� These games always exhibit a heteroclinic cycle

involving the � corners of the simplex S��

Furthermore� heteroclinic cycles are abundant in hypercycle�like cooperation mod�

els ���� ��� However� they are repulsive in all these systems� Andrea Gaunersdorfer

��!� ��� has investigated heteroclinic orbits in replicator equations� focussing on the

time�averages of the orbits� Heteroclinic cycles in the iterated prisoners� dilemma

are discussed by Nowak and Sigmund ��"� ��� ����

����Stability Concepts For Heteroclinic Cycles

The de�nitions given below are taken from �!�� They are based on the work of Ura

���� and Melbourne ��!� ����

Consider a �ow on a subset X 
 IRn�

De�nition� �relatively assymptotically stable

Given any subset N 
 X� a closed invariant subset A of X is said to be stable

relative to the set N or stable in N � if for every neighborhood U of A there is a

neighborhood V of A� such that

�x � V �N � x�t� � U �t  ��

� �� �
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A is said to be asymptotically stable� relatively to N � or asymptotically stable in

N � if it is stable in N and there is a neighborhood V of A such that ��x� � A�x �

V � N � where ��x� denotes as usual the ��limit of x�

In the context of this work we will say that a heteroclinic cycle A is relatively

�asymptotically� stable if there exists a set N such that A is �asymptotically�

stable in N and N � intSn �% ��

De�nition� �essentially asymptotically stable

A closed invariant subset A of X� is essentially asymptotically stable in N if it is

relatively asymptotically stable to a set N which satis�es

lim
���

��B��A� �N�

��B��A�
% ��

where B��A� %� fx � Xjdist�x�A�  �g and � is the Lebesgue measure�

In this work we will say that a heteroclinic cycle is essentially asymptotically stable

if it is essentially asymptotically stable in Sn�

����A Heteroclinic ��Cycle in S�

Notation� �!� Let ) be a heteroclinic cycle consisting of the �xed points Pk�

k % �� �� � and their connecting orbits� Then we use the following notation�

ek expanding �outgoing� eigenvalue at corner Pk�

�ck contracting �incoming� eigenvalue at corner Pk�

tk transversal eigenvalue at corner Pk�

The stability of the heteroclinic cycle depends on the following � characteristic

parameters�

*	 %
�Y

k��

ek �
�Y

k��

ck� and

+k % tkek��ek��  cktk��ek��  ckck��tk���

where indices are taken modulo �� The following result is one of the main tools

for the analysis of heteroclinic cycles in this work�

� �� �
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Theorem ������ �!� Proposition ���� Let ) be a heteroclinic cycle connecting

� corners in S�� Suppose *  � and +k  � for k % �� �� �� then ) is relatively

assymptotically stable� Conversely� if * � � or +k � � for one k � f�� �� �g then

for each neighborhood U of ) and there exists a trajectory which eventually leaves

U � i�e�� ) is unstable�

��	�Networks of Heteroclinic ��Cycles in S�

On S�� networks of more than one heteroclinic cycle are possible� The most im�

portant case for the work presented here consists of two heteroclinic ��cycles )�

and )�� which necessarily have one edge of the simplex S� in common�

Let )� �% �F� � F� � F�� and )� �% �F� � F� � F��� i�e�� the heteroclinic cycles

share the edge �F� � F�� and branch at the corner F�� Generalizing the notation

introduced above we label the eigenvalues at corner Fk of the cycle )� by ek��

ck�� and tk�� for the unstable� stable and transversal directions� respectively� See

�gure ��

e22=t21

1 2

3

4

e21=t22c11=t12

c32

t32

t31

e31

c31

e32

c12=t11

e11=e12 c21=c22

Figure �� Notation for heteroclinic cycles on S��
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Theorem ����� says that )� is relatively asymptotically stable if *	�  � and each

+k� �% tk��e
k�����e
k�����  ck��t
k�����e
k�����  ck��c
k�����t
k�����  ��

where k % �� �� � is counted cyclically�

It is easy to check that t��l� t��l  � and *	�  � implies

c���+���  e���+��� and e���+���  c���+����

Brannath �!� showed the following

Theorem ��	��� �i� )� is relatively asymptotically stable if and only if +k��  �

for all k�

�ii� If both )� and )� are relatively asymptotically stable then )� is essentially

asymptotically stable if and only if e�� � e���

Result �ii� has a simple interpretation� If two heteroclinic cycles �compete for

stability the cycle with the larger expanding eigenvalue at the branching points

�wins� It would be interesting to see if an analogous rule holds also in higher

dimensions�

��
�Heteroclinic 	�Cycles in S�

As for the ��cycles discussed in the previous section it will be convenient to use

ek� �ck� and tk for the expanding� contracting and transversal eigenvalue at the

corner k� respectively� If there is a heteroclinic ��cycle ������ involving the four

corners of the simplex S� then lemma ����� implies that the interaction matrix is

of the form

A %

�
B�

� �c� t� e�
e� � �c� t�
t� e� � �c�
�c� t� e� �

�
CA �

If all transversal eigenvalues are negative� ti  �� i % �� �� �� �� then the replicator

network is termed essentially hypercyclic ��!� p��"���
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Theorem ��
�� ���� Suppose R on S� is essentially hypercyclic� Then the het�

eroclinic ��cycle ������ is asymptotically stable if

* % e�e�e�e� � c�c�c�c�  �

and unstable if * � ��

The situation becomes more involved when not all transversal eigenvalues are

negative� If exactly one of the transversal directions is positive we obtain a network

consisting of a ��cycle and a ��cycle forming a �short cut� This type of heteroclinic

network will not occur in this diplomarbeit��

If two of the transversal eigenvalues are positive and the other two are negative

we have to possibilities� either there is only the ��cycle and both remaining edges

contain a rest point �this case will not concern us here�� or we have to deal with a

network consisting of the ��cycle and two ��cycles� Brannath �!� has analysed the

latter case�

Theorem ��
��� �!� Let A be of the form given above and suppose t�� t�  �

and t�� t� � �� Assume� furthermore� that

+��)�� % ��c�e�t�  t�t�t�  t�c�e�� � � and

+��)�� % ��c�e�t�  t�t�t�  t�c�e�� � �

i�e�� neither one of the two ��cyles ����� and ����� is relatively asymptotically stable�

Then the ��cyle is relatively asymptotically stable if det A � � or if *  �� If

both det A  � and * � � then there is neighborhood U of the ��cycle such that

all trajectories beginning in U � intS� will eventually leave U �

Note that with the notation of �gure � the ��cycle is ������ while the two ��cycles

are ����� and ������

�The stability of the ��cycle is determined by an analogue of theorem ����� below

�!�� One may simply omit the condition of +i for the missing ��cycle�

� �� �
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�One Locus Models

	���The Segregation Distorter Complex

The following model is originally due to Hiraizumi et al� ����� Suppose we have a

locus with alleles D and d� where D is the distorter allele� The viabilities of the

diploid genotypes are as follows�

w�� w�� D
w�� w�� d

D d

The proportion of d�bearing gametes among all functional gametes produced by

Dd is k� Let x� and x� denote the fraction of D and d gametes� respectively�

The time�evolution of the population is described by a discrete or continuous time

replicator equation with interaction matrix

W %

�
w�� ���� k�w��

�kw�� w��

�
�

The corresponding game matrix in normal form is

W %

�
� ���� k�w�� �w��

�kw�� � w�� �

�
�

and hence we have the following

Lemma 	����� If

�kw��  w�� then x� % � is a stable equilibrium�

���� k�w��  w�� then x� % � is a stable equilibrium

�w�� � w�� � �kw�� � w�� then there is a globally stable polymorphic equilib�

rium with &x� %
�kw�� � w��

�w�� � w�� � w��
�

Proof� For the discrete time model see ����� The same results for the continuous

time model follows� e�g�� directly from ref� ���� p�����

� �" �
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Figure �� Dynamical behavior of the one�locus model of the segregation distorter complex as

a function of the distortion ratio k and the fertility w�� of the heterozygous genotype�

For details see text�

Example� Set w�� % �� and w�� % �� A diagram of the possible phase portraits as

function of the distortion ratio k and the fertility w�� of the heterozygous genotype

is shown in �gure �� Note that for �xed w�� there are up to three di�erent phase

portraits as a function of k� The transcritical bifurcations occur at the lines

k % ����w��� and k % �� ��w��� respectively�

	���Mouse t�Haplotypes

Hartl ���� extended the above model to allow for di�erent levels ��� of meiotic

drive in the two sexes� It is straightforward to extend his ansatz further to allow

also for di�erent viabilities in males and females� respectively� The most general

model is then a two�sex equation �F� with interaction matrices

M %

�
m�� ���� ��m��

��m�� m��

�
and F %

�
f�� ���� ��f��
��f�� f��

�
�

� �� �
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In natural populations of several species� especially in Mus domesticus and Mus

musculus� a variant form of chromosome �� has been identi�ed that causes seg�

regation distortion� These variants� the �rst of which was isolated more than !�

years ago� are now known as t�haplotypes� all having in common the property that

heterozygous t� males transmit predominantly t�bearing sperm� The distortion

ratio � lies usually in the range �������� The population dynamics of t�haplotypes

was studied by Lewontin ���� assuming that �t�t� males are sterile and that segre�

gation distortion occurs in males only� This amounts to setting � % ���� � % ����

m�� % �� m�� % f�� % � and m�� % f�� in the above interaction matrices� Karlin

���� showed that under these conditions there is a globally stable polymorphism

provided m���� ���� � ��

� �� �
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�� Segregation Distorter in Drosophila Melanogaster


���A Two Locus Case

The �Segregation Distorter system in Drosophila comprises a two�locus system

of meiotic drive� On the killer locus alleles S �Killer� and � �Non�Killer� are

possible� while on the target locus� alleles R �Resistant� and � �Non�Resistant�

can be found� The resulting four gametic types are ��� �R� S�� SR� With this

notation� SR is the Segregation distorter chromosome�

In Drosophila melanogaster segregation distortion occurs only in males� while re�

combination occurs only in females� Therefore� gametic frequencies can in general

be di�erent among the sexes�


���The Model of Charlesworth and Hartl

The basic observations for natural populations of Drosophila melanogaster are the

following� Naturally occurring SR chromosomes usually carry a strong enhancer of

distortion near the tip of the right arm of the chromosome and polygenic enhancers

distributed along the whole right arm� To a good approximation selection and

distortion acts only in males� there is �almost� no selection in female �ies� The

discussion of viabilities and segregation ratios below therefore refers exclusively to

the male sex�

The �tness of a i� j genotype is wij % �kijuij� where kij is the segregation ratio�

i�e�� kij  kji % �� and uij is the relative fertility of genotype i�j� Clearly we have

uij % uji� and thus fair segregation implies wij % wji� In drosophila meiosis is

fair in ����� individuals� and their relative fertility is � by de�nition� Meiosis is

also fair in ����R individuals but there is a viability cost for the resistance�allele

� �� �
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R which is parametrized by s� � �� In �R��R individuals the viability cost is

s� � s�� In a simpli�ed model one may as well assume that the viability cost is

additive� i�e�� s� % �s�� as in the model of Haig and Grafen� S� and �� seem to

behave equivalently in combination with SR� thus we set

wSR�S� % wSR��� wS��SR % w���SR�

Unfair segregation occurs in SR���� SR�S�� SR���� �R�S�� and �R�SR geno�

types� In SR��� individuals the gametes SR are produced in more that ��� of

all cases� the corresponding segregation ratio is denoted by k�� In addition we

assume a fertility loss s� for SR��� males� Thus we have

wSR��� % �k���� s�� �% �  K�

w���SR % ���� k���� � s�� �% ��K�

and therefore s� % �K� �K���� and consequently K� � K� whenever s� � ��

Naturally occurring�R chromosomes are not completely insensitive to the strongly

distorting SR chromosomes� In fact� SR��Rmales produce about "�� SR�bearing

o�spring� This segregation ratio is denoted by k�� Assuming a viability cost s� � �

we have
w�R�SR % ���� k���� � s�� �% ��K�

wSR��R % �k���� s�� �% �  K

As above we conclude that K� � K� We assume that �� s�  ��K�  �  K�

that is� the product of a SR�SRmating is less viable then the o�springs of SR��R

mating�

The segregation ratio of �R�S� males is not known exactly� but it seems to be

around !�� in favor of �R� This segregation ratio is denoted k�� the corresponding

viability cost is s��

From the above assumptions Charlesworth and Hartl �"� have constructed the

following matrix for male viabilities in their discrete�time model for the segregation

distorter �SD� locus of Drosophila melanogaster�

� �� �
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   R S SR

� �� s� � ��� � k���� � s��   
% ��K�

�� s� �� s� �k��� � s�� ��� � k���� � s��  R
% �  K� % ��K�

� ��� � k���� � s� � ��� � k���� � s�� S 
% ��K� % ��K�

�k��� � s�� �k���� s�� �k��� � s�� �� s� SR
% �  K� % � K % �  K�

Following ref��"� we will argue below that in populations ofDrosophila melanogaster

only the genotypes ��� SR� and �R play a role� and hence the dynamical model

will be restricted to the face ����SR��R��

1

++ +R

SR

S+

F

F

0

Figure �� Heteroclinic cycles in the Charlesworth�Hartl model� The arrows indicate two eigen�

values at �SR� which are identical and hence prohibit the existence of a heteroclinic

��cycle� Two heteroclinic ��cycles are possible� in the faces F� 
which corresponds to

the model of Haig and Grafen discussed below� and F�� see Theorem ����

For the moment we will not make any assumptions on the values of the parameters

� �� �
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si � �� It follows then from the above assumptions that K� � K�� K� � K and

K� � K�� Our �rst observation in the general case is the following

Theorem 
����� �i� There are at most two heteroclinic ��cycles in the model

�CH�� A heteroclinic cycle lies either in the face ����SR��R� face or in the face

��R�S��SR�� The heteroclinic cycle in F�%��R�S��SR� exists if and only if the

heteroclinic cycle in F�%����SR��R� exists� K�  �� and s� � K��

�ii� Both heteroclinic cycles can be stable within their faces� but at most one of

them can be relatively asymptotically stable�

Proof� �i� Let �i�x� and �i�x� denote the transversal eigenvalues pointing from the

restpoint x to the corner i of in the faces F�%����SR��R� and F�%��R�S��SR��

respectively� Heteroclinic cycles exist in these faces if and only if the following sets

of inequalities for the parameters are ful�lled�

���  � % �s�  � ��� R� % s�  K  � ���SR� % s� �K�  �
���  � % K� � � ��� R� % s� � s� � � ���SR� % s� �K� � �

��� R� % s� �K� � � ���S � % K� � � ���SR� % s� �K� � �
��� R� % s�  K  � ���S � % K�  � ���SR� % s� �K�  �

The �rst group of inequalities reduces to

�  s�  s�  �K  s�  K�� K�  s�  K�� �  K�  K��

The second group� referring to the other heteroclinic cycle can be simpli�ed to

K�  �  s�  s�  �K  s�  K�� K�  s�  K�� �  K�  K�� K�  s��

Hence both cycles exist whenever the second system of inequalities is ful�lled�

Since the edge ����S�� is a line of �xed points there is no heteroclinic cycle

in the faces �����R�S�� and ����SR�S��� This follows immediately from the

classi�cation of all possible phase portraits of the replicator equation by Immanuel

Bomze ��� ���

A short calculation shows that the cycles are stable within their planes provided

K��s� �K���s� �K��  K��s�  K��K� � s�� for ��R�S��SR�� and

K��s� �K���s� � s��  s���s� �K��K� � s�� for ����SR��R��

� �� �
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Assume for instanceK� � �K� � s�� Then the above inequalities can be rewritten

as
K��s� �K���s� �K��  K��s� �K���s� � s�� �

s��s�  K��K� � s��  K���s� �K��K� � s�� �

and we conclude immediately that stability of the heteroclinic cycle ����SR��R�

implies stability of the cycle in ��R�S��SR��

�ii� Let as now turn to relative asymptotic stability� We have the following

transversal eigenvectors�

t� % � t� % s� �K�  � t� % s� �K� � � ����SR��R�
t� % s� � s� � � t� % � t� % s� �K�  � ��R�S��SR�

The conditions for relative asymptotical stability are therefore

+������SR��R�� % K��s� �K���s� �K��� �s� �K���s� � s��K�  �

+����R�S��SR�� % K��s� �K���s� � s���K��s� �K���s� �K��  �

Hence the heteroclinic cycle in ����SR��R� is relatively asymptotically stable for

s�  K�� while the heteroclinic cycle in ��R�S��SR� is relatively asymptotically

stable for s� � K�� i�e�� only one of them can be relatively asymptotically stable�

Furthermore we note

Lemma 
����� There is no interior rest point in S� if K� �% s�� If K� % s� an

interior equilibrium cannot be unique�

Proof� If &x is an interior equilibrium then �A&x�� % �A&x��� Explicitly this reads

�s� � s��&x�  �s� �K��&x� % �s� �K��&x�  �s� �K��&x��

i�e�� s� � s� % s� �K�� Hence &x� cannot be non�zero� except for the exceptional

case s� % K�� In this case the �rst and the third row of A are equal� and hence

the rank of A is at most �� prohibiting a unique solution�

� �� �
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Figure �� a� Parameters are taken from the example in the text� The heteroclinic cycle

����SR��R� is relatively asymptotically stable�

b� In the second case the heteroclinic cycle ��R�S��SR� is relatively asymptotically

stable�

Example� The heteroclinic cycle ����SR��R� is relatively asymptotically stable�

see �gure �a�

K� % !���� K� % ���� K� % �!������ K� % !������ K� % �����

K % �"���� s� % !���� s� % ����� s� % �����

In this case ��R�S��SR� is stable in its plane but not relatively asymptotically

stable�

The converse holds for instance for the following choice of parameters

K� % ���� K� % ����� K� % ������ K� % ���� K� % �����

K % ������ s� % ����� s� % ����� s� % ����

See �gure �b�

Lemma 
����� There is no heteroclinic cycle involving all four pure genotypes in

the Charlesworth�Hartl model�

Proof� Since ����S�� is a line of �xed points there are only two possible ��cycles

left� namely�
��� SR� S�� �R and

��� �R� S�� SR

� �! �
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In the �rst case we require s� � K� for the expanding eigenvalue SR�S�� How�

ever� the contracting eigenvalue SR��� has to ful�l s�  K� in order to allow

for the existence of a heteroclinic ��cycle� The second case is the same cycle with

the reverse direction� hence it cannot exist for the very same reason�


���Reduction to Three Species

Charlesworth and Hartl �"� argue that� for a biologically reasonable choice of the

parameters� all equilibria containing S� either cannot exist or� if they exist� are

unstable with respect to the introduction of new gametic types� This conclusion is

based on the following analytical results for the discrete�time replicator equation

with the above interaction matrix� which form the contents of appendix � in �"��

As a consequence of lemma ����� these results hold for the continuous time model

as well�

Theorem 
����� For replicator equation �R� with the Charlesworth�Hartl inter�

action matrix �CH� we have�

��� The S� corner is unstable to SR if K� � � and unstable to �R if K� � ��

��� An S��SR marginal equilibrium is unstable to the introduction of �R if

K��K��K�� K��s��K�� � �� SinceK�  s�  K� are realistic parameter

values and K� can be fairly close to K�� the equilibrium will be unstable in

most cases�

��� An S���R equilibrium is unstable to the introduction of �� if K� � s��

��� An S���� equilibrium is unstable to SR if K� � ��

��� An equilibrium on the S��SR��R face is unstable to the introduction of

�� if K� � s��

�!� The existence of an equilibrium on the S���R��� face would requireK� %

s��

��� An equilibrium on the S��SR��� face exists if and only if s� � K� and

K� � �� It is unstable to �R if

�a� K��K� �K��  s��K� � s�� � � given that K� � �s�� and

� �� �
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�b� K��K� �K���K��K� � s�� � � given that K�  �s��

�"� No equilibrium can exist within the ����R�S��SR simplex� except for in

the degenerate case K� % s�� which is considered impossible�

��� A stable ����R�SR equilibrium is stable to the introduction of S� if

K� � s��

Proof���� through ��� follow immediately from Charlesworth and Hartl�s paper

�!� and lemma � in section ����

�"� is the same as lemma ����� above�

��� We observe that

,������R�SR� % �A&x�� � �&xA&x� % �A&x�� � �A&x�� % �s� �K��&x��

Remark� Result �"� implies that all trajectories of the continuous�time version

of the Charlesworth�Hartl model converge to the boundary of the simplex� This

is an immediate consequence of the exclusion principle� see� e�g�� ��!� p� !���

Assuming hence that S� is non�viable and can be neglected therefore� we obtain

the following three species model�

   R SR
  � �� s� ��K�

 R �� s� �� s� ��K�

SR �  K� �  K �� s�

Its game matrix in normal form reads�

A %

�
� � s� � s� s� �K�

�s� � s� �K�

K� s�  K �

�
A

As a consequence of Theorem ����� there is a heteroclinic cycle if and only if

�  s�  s�  �K� K�  s�  K�� and K� � �� It is stable provided K��s� �

K���s� � s��  s���s� �K��K� � s��� A typical example is shown in �gure �a�

� �" �
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�	�The Model of Haig and Grafen

Haig and Grafen ���� proposed a simple model with heritable targets assuming two

loci� which they called Killer locus and Target locus� whose wild�type alleles are

Non�Killer and Non�Resistant� respectively� The idea is that an allele Killer can

arise at the Killer locus that causes haploid products to die at the end of meiosis

unless they carry an allele Resistant at the Target locus� The death of some

haploid products is assumed to bene�t the survivors in some way� either by the

acquisition of resources from the dead haploids� or by reduction of competition for

fertilizations� The possession of Resistant is assumed to impose a viability cost� as

compared with its allel Non�Resistant� The model is based on an imaginary protist

life cycle� in which haploid organisms occasionally meet and fuse� There are three

chromosome types in the populations� Killer�Resistant �K�� Non�Killer�Resistant

�R�� and Non�Killer�Non�Resistant �N�� The fourth type Killer�Non�Resistant kills

itself during the meiosis that might have created it� A variation of the model

relaxing the last assumption is discussed in the next section�

+R

SR

++

Figure 	� The heteroclinic cycle corresponding to the model of Haig and Grafen�

The detailed assumptions of Haig and Grafen�s model are the following�

��� There is a viablility cost w for each Resistant allel involved in the meiosis�

��� There is a cost v for each unsuccessful attempt to kill�

��� The gain in viability obtained by the driving allel Killer is j compared to a

N�N mating�

��� When two K mate� their relative viability is k�

� �� �
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��� InK�Nmatings the drive is ���� successful� i�e�� no Non�Resistant gametes

survive�

�!� Drive does not occur in matings involving R�

Standardizing the �tness of N�N as � and bringing the interaction matrix to

normal form one obtains the following game matrix�

A %

�
� � w �k
�w � �� k � v � �w
j �v �

�
A

where j� k� v�w � ��

Table ��Correspondence of the Haig�Grafen and the Charlesworth�Hartl models

for the SD system in Drosophila melanogaster

Charlesworth�Hartl Haig�Grafen
Genotypes

��� �NK�NR� % N
��R �NK�R� % R
S�R �K�R� % K
S�� �K�NR� lethal

Viabilities
w����� % � wNN % �
w����R % �� s� wNR % �� w
w�R��R % �� s�  �� s� wRR % �� �w
wSR��� % �  K� wKN % �  j
w���SR % ��K� wNK % �
w�R�SR % ��K� wRK % �� v � �w
wSR��R % �  K wKR % wRK

wSR�SR % �� s� wKK % k

Realistic Values
w���SR  wSR�SR  w�R�SR wNK  wKK  wRK

In the following the most important properties of this model are summarized as

follows�

� �� �
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Lemma 
�	��� There is a heteroclinic cycle if k  v  �w  ��

Proof� See Haig - Grafen �����

Lemma 
�	��� The heteroclinic cycle is stable if and only if

�� v � �w � k �
j

v  j
��� v � �w� �

Proof� The heteroclinic cycle is stable if the interior equilibrium is unstable

and vice versa� see� e�g�� ���� ����� The theorem follows now immediately from

Appendix A in �����

In the special case v % w % j the condition for the stability of the heteroclinic

cycle reduces to �� �w � k � ��� �w����

The model by Haig and Grafen is closely related to the earlier� and much more

complicated model by Charlesworth and Hartl discussed in the previous sections�

see table ��


�
�A Modi�ed Model

The above model can be modi�ed by assuming that the fourth chromosomal type

Killer�Non�Resistant is not completely lethal� let us denote this species by S� S

should behave like N in combination with any other Non�Killer� but a zygote car�

rying S should have only a fraction � of the �tness of the corresponding zygote

carrying N instead of S� In combination with Killer� we introduce a second param�

eter � with � 	 � 	 �� such that the viability � of a SK�genotype is assumed to be

smaller than the viability � of NS� The �tness matrix then reads�

B %

�
B�

� �� w � �
�� w �� �w �� v � �w ��� �w�
�  j �� v � �w k ���  j�� �
� ���� w� � ��

�
CA

� �� �
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We assume � to be very small� so we can neglect the �tness of the SS genotype�

i�e�� we set �� � ��

Theorem 
�
��� For �  ��v  k����  v  k�  � � w��� � w� stability of the

heteroclinic cycle in S� follows from stability of the heteroclinic cycle in the plane

�NRK��

Proof� Let �i�x� denote the transversal eigenvalue pointing from the restpoint x

to the corner i� we have

���N� % �� � ���R� % �� �  w��� �� ���K� % � � k
���S� % � ���S� % ��� � w� ���S� % ���  j�� �

It is easy to see that under the conditions of a stable heteroclinic cycle in the

�N�R�K� surface� and for all � 	 � 	 �� we have

���N�  �� ���S�� ���S�� ���S� � ��

We have the following inequalities in case of a heteroclinic cycle which is stable in

its plane�

��� v � �w� � k � j��� v � �w���v  j�� ���

Let us transform this inequality such that the parameter is w�

��� v � k��� � w � �j��� v�� k�v  j����j�

A su	cient condition for stability of the heteroclinic cycle in S� is that all the

transversal eigenvalues are negative� We then require that

��� ��  w�� � ��  � and � � k  ��

Let us assume the stronger condition �� k  �� Then we have

�  �� � �w���� � w� and �  k  ��� v � �w��

Furthermore we observe

����� �w���� �w����w�  ��

� �� �
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From �(� follows now

�� ��� � v � k���

�� ��� v � k���
% �

v  k

�  v  k

�� �w

�� w
�

Consequently we obtain �  ��v k���� v k�  ��� �w�����w� as a su	cient

condition for the heteroclinic cycle to be stable in S��

Example� A typical choice of the parameters leading to an essentially asymptot�

ically stable heteroclinic cycle is for instance

k % ��"� v % ���� w % �����

Remark� For a relatively assymptotically cycle it is not necessary to require that

all the transversal eigenvalues are negative� As a consequence the above condition

is not necessary�

a

� �� �
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��Competition of Killers

����The Model

Let us consider a model with two di�erent Killer alleles K� and K�� Then we have

two alleles �R and �� at the target locus and three alleles ��� K�� and K�� at the

killer locus� Thus there are six possible diploid genotypes� In order to reduce the

model we make the following assumptions� �i� �K� and �K� are both lethal� and

�ii� the two resistant genotypes RK� and RK� are �kinetically� indistinguishable

and can hence be considered as single resistant genotype R� As in the model of

Haig and Grafen �� is the sensitive genotype� The remaining two genotypes RK�

and RK� are the two di�erent killer strains K� and K�� respectively� In order

to reduce the number of free parameters we will assume additionally that the

interaction with the resistant strain is the same for both killers� Thus we obtain

the following game matrix�

R N K� K�

R �� �w �� w �� v � �w �� v � �w
N �� w � � �
K� �� v � �w �  j� k� k
K� �� v � �w �  j� k k�

In normal form this becomes

A %

�
B�
� �w �� v � �w � k� �� v � �w � k�
w � �k� �k�
�v j� � k � k�
�v j� k � k� �

�
CA

� �� �
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General Assumptions�

�i� All the parameters in the above equation game matrix are positive�

j�� j�� k� k�� k�� v� w � ��

�ii� Without loosing generality we assume k� 	 k�� that is� the viability of a

K��K� genotype is less or equal to the viability of a K��K� genotype�

�iii� Additionally we require that k�  ��v��w for k  k� and �k��k�k�����k�

k� � k��  �� v � �w� for k � k�� k��

Lemma ������ Under the General Assumptions above there is always a hetero�

clinic cycle in both the face �RNK�� and the face �RNK���

Proof� In �RNK�� there is a heteroclinic cycle if � � v � �w � k� � �� which is

exactly the condition above� For k  k�� k� we have

�k� � k�k�����k � k� � k��  k��

so that the most restrictive condition for the existence of a heteroclinic cycle stays

k�  ��� v � �w�� For k � k�� k�� �k� � k�k�����k � k� � k�� � k� holds� so that

with �k�� k�k�����k� k�� k��  ��� v� �w� we get a stronger condition for the

existence of a heteroclinic cycle in the �RNK�� face�

In �RNK�� we need �� v � �w � k� � � which follows from k�  k��

We distinguish two cases�

�I� k�  k  k�� Then there is no equilibrium on the �K��K�� edge� There are

two heteroclinic cycles�

�II� k�  k�  k or k  k�  k�� Then there is an equilibrium F on the �K��K��

edge� In this case there are at least three heteroclinic cycles� We will prove

this statement explicitly in the next section for a special case� In general

it follows from ��� ��� that there are trajectories connecting N� F and

F �R� and hence we have the three heteroclinic orbits �RNK��� �RNK���

and �RNF ��

� �� �
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����The Symmetric Case� j� % j�

In this section we will restrict ourselves to j� % j�� Biologically� this means that the

killer alleles K� and K� di�er only in their interactions with themselves and with

one another� but not with the sensitive and resistant strains S and R� respectively�

In the next section we will relax this condition�

������Case I	 Two Heteroclinic 
�Cycles

Let us assume that without loosing generality k� 	 k 	 k�� Then there are two

heteroclinic orbits� �RNK�� and �RNK���

Theorem ������ �i� The heteroclinic cycle �RNK�� is relatively asymptotically

stable under the general assumptions on the parameters if and only if j�� � v �

�w�  k��

�ii� The heteroclinic cycle �RNK�� is never relatively asymptotically stable under

the general assumptions on the parameters�

Proof� �i� Let us denote the expanding eigenvalues of the cycle by ei� the con�

tracting eigenvalues by ci and the transversal eigenvalues by ti� i % �� �� ��

e� % w c� % v t� % �v
e� % j c� % w t� % j

e� % �� v � �w � k� c� % k� t� % k � k�

The condition for stability for �RNK�� in the �RNK���face reads

e�e�e�  c�c�c� i�e� j��� v � �w���j  v�  k��

In order to prove relative asymptotic stability� we have to consider the signs of

+k�)�� for k%������ �RNK�� is relatively asymptotically stable i� in addition to

the equation above every +k�)��  �� Thus the conditions for relative asymptotic

stability of �RNK�� are�

�k � k��vw  ��

j��� v � �w�  k��j  v�  w�k� � k��

�k � k��jw  ��

� �! �
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It is easy to see that all these equations hold if and only if j�� � v � �w�  k��

and thus stability of the cycle �RNK�� in the whole system follows from stability

in the �RNK�� face�

�ii� The condition for stability of the �RNK�� cycle in its face reads

j��� v � �w�  k��j  v��

We get the following conditions for relatively asymptotically stability�

jw�k � k��  ��

vw�k � k��  ��

j��� v � �w�  k��j  v�  w�k� � k��

It is easy to see that the second and the third condition cannot be ful�lled since

k�  k� Thus �RNK�� is not relatively asymptotically stable�

In addition to the two ��cycle there exists also the ��corner cycle ������� Since

+��)�� % �k � k��wj  � we cannot use Brannath�s theorem ����� for determin�

ing whether ������ can ever be relatively asymptotically stable� Numerical data

suggest that it is never essentially asymptotically stable�

������Case II	 Three Heteroclinic 
�Cycles

Three heteroclinic cycles can occur if either k�� k�  k or k�� k� � k

Lemma ������ The plane Z % fx � S�jx��k � k�� % x��k � k��g is invariant�

Proof� It is easy to check that

$x��k � k�� � $x��k � k�� % �x��k � k��� x��k � k��� � �jx� � vx� � �xWx���

and hence Z is invariant�

Now we introduce new coordinates

z %
�

N
��k � k��x�  �k � k��x��

d %
�

N
��k � k��x� � �k � k��x��

� �� �
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where N is suitable normalization such that z % x�  x� on Z� i�e�� ��k � k��x�  

�k � k��x�� % N�x�  x��� Using x� % x��k � k����k � k�� we get

N % �
�k � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
�

For convenience we give also the inverse transformation�

x� %
k � k�

�k � k� � k�
�z  d� x� %

k � k�
�k � k� � k�

�z � d��

We get the following system of di�erential equations�

$x� % x�

�
�wx�  

�� � v � �w � k���k � k��  �� � v � �w � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
z 

 
�� � v � �w � k���k � k��� ��� v � �w � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
d� �xWx�

�

$x� % x�

�
wx� �

k��k � k��  k��k � k��

�k � k� � k�
z 

�
k��k � k�� � k��k � k��

�k � k� � k�
d� �xWx�

�

$z % z

�
�vx�  jx�  

�k � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
z � �xWx�

�
�

�
�k � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
d�

$d % d��vx�  jx� � �xWx��

It is easy to see that for d % �� i�e�� on Z� we have a system of replicator equations�

F

K1

K2

R

N

Figure 
� The invariant plane containing the equilibrium F also contains a heteroclinic ��cycle�

� �" �
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The coordinates of the �xed point F on the �K�K�� edge are

&x� %
k � k�

�k � k� � k�
&x� %

k � k�
�k � k� � k�

�

The �xed point F lies in the invariant plane Z de�ned above�

The game matrix for the system �RNF � reads�

Q %

�
� � �w ��� v � �w�  �k�k� � k�����k � k� � k��

w � �k�k� � k�����k � k� � k��
�v j �

�
A

Let us denote the corresponding heteroclinic cycle �RNF � by )F � It is stable in its

plane i� *	F  �� There are two cases to distinguish�

�i� k�  k�  k� therefore �k � k� � k� � �� and

�ii� k� � k� � k� therefore �k � k� � k�  ��

Case �i� k� 	 k�  k

Theorem ������ The heteroclinic cycle �RNF � is stable in its plane i�

j

j  v
��� v � �w� 

k� � k�k�
�k � k� � k�

�

Then it is also relatively asymptotically stable in S��

Proof� The condition for stability in the plane is simply *	F  ��

In order to determine the stability within S� we need to consider the Jacobian of

the di�erential equation ��� for d % �� All entries in the last row are �� except the

entry for � �d
�d which is the transversal eigenvalue for a point in the face �RNF �� We

have explicitly

� $d

�d
jx��� % �v �

� $d

�d
jx��� % j �

� $d

�d
jz�� % �

�k � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
�

Therefore the relevant transversal eigenvalues are

t� % �v � t� % j � t� % ��k � k���k � k�����k � k� � k�� �

� �� �
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Now we can apply Brannath�s results �!� p� ����

Since t�  � and t�  � we have e�+� � c�+� and c�+� � e�+�� Thus +�  �

implies already +��+�  �� i�e�� we have relative asymptotic stability i�

+� % �
�k � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
 �

This inequality always holds in case �i��

Remark� All three cycles )�� )�� )F are stable within their respective planes if

j��� v � �w�  k��j  v��

because k� % minfk�� k�� �k� � k�k�����k � k� � k��g� Brannath�s results imply

immediately that neither )� nor )� can be asymptotically stable�

Case �ii� k�  k� � k

Theorem ������ The heteroclinic cycle )� is relatively asymptotically stable if it

is stable in its plane� i�e�� i�

j��� v � �w�  k��j  v��

The heteroclinic cycle )� is relatively asymptotically stable if it is stable in its

plane� i�e�� i�

j��� v � �w�  k��j  v��

Proof� )� is stable in its plane i� *	�  �� i�e�� i� j�� � v � �w�  k��j  v��

+��)��  � is always true in case �ii�� Furthermore� its is straightforward to

check that +��)��  � implies already +��)���+��)��  �� The proof for )� is

completely analogous�

Remark� The heteroclinic cycle )F is stable in its plane i�

j��� v � �w�  �j  v�
k� � k�k�
�k � k� � k�

�

� �� �
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R

N
K1

K2

F

R

N
K1

K2

F

a b

Figure �� a� Both 	� and 	� are stable�

Parameters� v�w������ k������� k������ k����� j������

b� In this case 	F is stable� Three trajectories� one in the invariant plane Z� and one

starting below and above this plane� respectively� are shown�

Parameters� v�w������ k������� k������ k������ j������

It is never relatively asymptotically stable� since

+��)F � % �
�k � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
vw � ��

All three heteroclinic cycles are stable within their respective planes provided

j��� v � �w�  �j  v��k� � k� � k�����k � k� � k���

since �k� � k�k�����k � k� � k�� % minfk�� k�� �k� � k�k�����k � k� � k��g�

Remark� Neither )� nor )� are essentially asymptotically stable w�r�t� S� since

the invariant plane Z cuts the respective basins of attraction into two pieces� both

with non�zero measure within an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the cycle� In

particular� the two cycles both attract a part �with non�zero measure� of any

neighborhood of the RN�edge�

In case that both )� and )� are relatively asymptotically stable we �nd that

�fx � intSnjd � �g % )�

�fx � intSnjd  �g % )�

� �� �
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����The Asymmetric Case� j� �% j�

Consider the following game matrix�

A %

�
B�
� �w �� v � �w � k� �� v � �w � k�
w � �k� �k�
�v j� � k � k�
�v j� k � k� �

�
CA

We assume w� v� k� k�� k�� j�� j�� �� v� �w� k�� �� v� �w� k� � �� In this more

general case with j� �% j� we cannot derive an equation for an invariant manifold

corresponding to Z above�

��
���Case �	 System without equilibrium on the K��K��edge

In this case we have k� � k � k�� Again we assume without loosing generality

that k� � k�� In this case we have two heteroclinic cycles )� and )�� We use the

following notation�

e��)�� % w c��)�� % v t��)�� % �v
e��)�� % j� c��)�� % w t��)�� % j�

e��)�� % �� v � �w � k� c��)�� % k� t��)�� % k � k�

e��)�� % w c��)�� % v t��)�� % �v
e��)�� % j� c��)�� % w t��)�� % j�

e��)�� % �� v � �w � k� c��)�� % k� t��)�� % k � k�

We have to distinguish the following sub�cases�

�i� j� � j� and

�ii� j�  j��

Relative asymptotic stability of )i is implied by *�)i�  �� and +��)��  �

and +��)��  �� respectively� It is easy to check that under these conditions

+k�)i�  � for i % �� � and k % �� �� ��

Lemma ������ )� is relatively asymptotically stable if

j

j  v
��� v � �w�  k� and

kwj�
wj�  v�j� � j��

 k�

Proof� Follows immediately from the de�nitions of *�)�� and +��)���

� �� �
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Case �i�� j� � j�

Theorem ������ )� is never relatively asymptotically stable for case ��i� )� is

essentially asymptotically stable if it is relatively asymptotically stable�

Proof� We show that +��)�� � �� Assume +��)��  �� This is equivalent to

�j��j�����v��w�k��  w�k��k�  �� while both j��j� � � � by assumption ��i

� and �� v� �w� k� � � � which is necessary for the existence of the heteroclinic

cycle )��

Case �ii�� j�  j�

Lemma ������ If )� is stable within its plane� then )� is also stable within its

plane�

Proof� The function ��j� % j�� � v � �w���j  v� is monotonically increasing

in j for all j� v�w � �� The heteroclinic cycles )i� i % �� � are stable within their

planes i� ��ji�  ki� Assuming ��j��  k� we �nd immediately

��j��  ��j��  k�  k��

and therefore )� is stable as well�

R

N
K1

K2

Figure �� Example for case ii� Both 	� and 	� are relatively asymptotically stable� Only 	��

the cycle in the bottom face� is essentially asymptotically stable� Parameters are given

in the text�

� �� �
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Both cycles can be relatively asymptotically stable�

Example� It is easily checked that both )� and )� are relatively asymptotically

stable for the following choice of parameters�

v % w % ����� k� % ���� k % "���� k� % ���� j� % ����� j� % ����

Corollary� If )� is relatively asymptotically stable� then it is already essentially

asymptotically stable�

Proof� This follows immediately from j�  j��

��
���Case �	 System with equilibrium on K��K��edge

Recall that k� � k�� Here we have four di�erent sub�cases to distinguish�

�i� k� � k� � k� j� � j�

�ii� k� � k� � k� j�  j�

�iii� k � k� � k�� j� � j�

�iv� k � k� � k�� j�  j�

The coordinates of the equilibrium F on the �K�K���edge are given by

&x� % �� &x� % �� &x� %
k � k�

�k � k� � k�
� &x� %

k � k�
�k � k� � k�

�

In the cases �iii� and �iv� we have appart from the three ��cycles also two ��cycles

involving F � namely �RNK�F �� �RNK�F �� A numerical example in which one of

them is stable is given in �gure ��� case iv� Analytical criteria analogous to Bran�

nath�s results mentioned in section ��� cannot be found because the parameters

for the expanding direction at R cannot be determined analytically�

The Dynamics in �RK�K��

Let us �rst consider the dynamics on the face �RK�K��� we have explicitly

$x� % x����� v � �w � k��x�  ��� v � �w � k��x� � �xWx��

$x� % x���vx�  �k � k��x� � �xWx��

$x� % x���vx�  �k � k��x� � �xWx��

� �� �
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These equations are the same as in the symmetric case j� % j�� since neither j�

nor j� appears here� We can thus rewrite them in terms of z and d� knowing that

L % f	 % �g � �RK�K���

the straight line connecting the �xed points R and F is invariant� On L the

dynamics reduces to a replicator equation with game matrix

A� %

�
� �� v � �w  �k�k� � k�����k � k� � k��
�v �

�
�

Lemma ������ There is an equilibrium on the line L % �RF � i� ��v � �w� 

�k� � k�k�����k � k� � k��� It is always unstable�

Proof� A necessary and su	cient condition for the existence of the equilibrium

is that A��� and A
�
�� have the same sign� A

�
��  � then implies instability�

It may be useful to observe whether R and N are stable to the introduction of N �

Lemma ����	� R is unstable to the introduction of N �

Proof�
� $x�
�x�

jx��� % w�

Existence of a Heteroclinic Cycle in �NRF�

There is no invariant plane for general x� �% �� As in the symmetric case� however�

we can have three heteroclinic orbits�

Theorem ������ There is a heteroclinic cycle )F%NRF if )�� )� and F exist�

Proof� The transversal eigenvalues of F are

�

F �
� %

� $x�
�x�

jF %
�� � v � �w � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�
 
��� v � �w � k���k � k��

�k � k� � k�

�

F �
� %

� $x�
�x�

jF % �
k��k � k��

�k � k� � k�
�

k��k � k��

�k � k� � k�

The existence of )� and )� implies ���v��w�k�� � � and ���v��w�k�� � ��

The existence of F implies that k� k�� k� ful�ll one of the relations �i� through

�iv�� and hence the fractions �k � kj����k � k� � k��� j % �� � are positive� The

classi�cation of all possible phase�portraits of the ��species replicator equation ���

��� implies now that there are orbits connecting N � F and F � R� respectively�

The remaining connection R� N is shared with both )� and )��

� �� �
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Case �i�

Both cycles can be relatively asymptotically stable�

Example� Both )� and )� are relatively asymptotically stable for the following

choice of parameters�

v % w % ����� k� % !���� k� % ����� k % ����� j� % ���� j� % ����

Theorem ������ If )� is stable within its plane then it is essentially asymptoti�

cally stable�

Proof� +��)��  � if and only if �k � k��wj�  k�v�j� � j�� which is always

true in case ��i� Hence )� is relatively asymptotically stable i� *�)�  �� i�e�� i�

it is stable in its plane� j� � j� implies immediately that it is even essentially

asymptotically stable�

Case �ii�

Lemma ����
� If )� is stable within its plane� then )� is also stable within its

plane�

Proof� This is the same as the proof of the lemma !�����

Theorem ����	� )� is essentially asymptotically stable i� it is stable within its

plane�

Proof� +�  � whenever )� is stable in its plane since �k�k��wj�  vk��j�� j���

Essential asymptotic stability follows then from j�  j��

Both heteroclinic cycles can be relatively asymptotically stable�

Example� Both )� and )� are relatively asymptotically stable for the following

choice of parameters�

v % w % ����� k� % !���� k� % ����� k % ����� j� % ����� j� % �����

� �! �
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Case �iii�

Theorem ����
� )� is never relatively asymptotically stable�

Proof� +�  � would imply �j��j�����v��w�k��  �k��k�w  �� contradicting

the general assumption� i�e�� the existence of )��

Example� )� is relatively asymptotically stable for

v % w % ����� k� % ���� k % ��"� k� % ���� j� % ������� j� % ����

Case �iv�

Lemma ������ If )� is stable within its plane� then )� is also stable within its

plane�

Proof� This is the same as the proof of the lemma in case !�����

Theorem ������ )� is never relatively asymptotically stable�

Proof� +�  � would imply �j��j�����v��w�k��  �k��k�w  �� contradicting

the general assumption� i�e�� the existence of )��

Example� )� is relatively asymptotically stable for

v % w % ����� k� % ����� k % ����� k� % !���� j� % ����� j� % �����

While )� is not essentially asymptotically stable� Numerically we �nd that the

��cycle �RNK�F � is stable�

� �� �
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R

N
K1

K2

F

R

N
K1

K2

F

Case i Case ii

R

N
K1

K2

F

R

N
K1

K2

F

Case iii Case iv

Figure �� Examples to section ������ Parameter values are given in the text� Equilibrium

points are indicated by circles� The interior equilibrium is omitted for clarity�

Case i� Both cycles are relatively asymptotically stable� Only 	� 
bottom face� is es�

sentially asymptotically stable�

Case ii� Both cycles are relatively asymptotically stable� Only 	� 
front face� is essen�

tially asymptotically stable�

Case iii� 	� is unstable in its plane 
front plane� while 	� 
bottom plane� is relatively

asymptotically stable�

Case iv� Both 	� and 	� are stable within their planes� but unstable against the forth

direction� Numerically we �nd that the heteroclinic ��cycle �RNK�F � is stable� The

cycle 	� is not shown for clarity�
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�� Spore Killer in Neurospora Intermedia

���Biological Background

In neurospora intermedia� two Spore�killer forms have been characterized� denoted

Sk�k and Sk
�
k� Haploid Spore�killer strains of neurospora intermedia were originally

identi�ed because when crossed to a standard wild�type strain the eight�spore

ascus deriving from Sk�� diploid cells always carries four viable and four inviable

spores� The four viable spores always carry Sk� This means that there is complete

segregation distortion� For each spore killer there are both resistant and sensitive

strains� Interestingly� some strains are resistant against one killer and sensitive

against the other killer� thus emphasizing the di�erence between the two Sk types�

In accordance with experimental �ndings we assume that there are the following

gametic types� two killers� denoted K� and K
� the corresponding resistant types

R� and R
 which are sensitive against the �foreign killer� and a sensitive type

S� Furthermore we postulate the existence of a resistant type R which cannot be

killed by either killer types�

It is known that K� and K
 kill each other with probability of more than ������

In the absence of Killer alleles� meiosis in neurospora intermedia is fair and the

product of each mating are eight viable spores� If K� mates with K�� the product

are also eight viable spores� the same holds for a K
�K
 mating� In matings of

K� with R
 or S only the four K��bearing spores survive� Analogously� only the

four K
 bearing spores survive in matings of K
 with R� or S�

�The spore killer Sk�
k
was found in a di�erent species� neurospora sitophola�

� �� �
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���A Game Dynamical Model

We assume the fertility parameters k� and k� for the genotypesK��K� and K
�K
�

respectively� Furthermore� let us assume that the cost of an unsuccessful attempt

to kill is v� for K� and v� for K
� respectively� Let w�� w� and w be fertility costs

for R�� R
� and R� respectively� The gain in fertility for K� and K
 compared to

matings between S and S is j� and j�� respectively� The �tness matrix is therefore

K� R� K� R� R S

�k� �
��v���w�� � �
��j�� �
��v��w��w� �
��j�� K�

�
��v���w�� �
���w�� � �
��w��w�� �
��w��w� �
��w�� R�

� �
��j�� �k� �
��v���w�� �
��v��w��w� �
��j�� K�

� �
��w��w�� �
��v���w�� �
���w�� �
��w��w� �
��w�� R�

�
��v��w��w� �
��w��w� �
��v��w��w� �
��w��w� �
���w� �
��w� R

� �
��w�� � �
��w�� �
��w� � S

The parametrization of the model is analogous to the model of Haig and Grafen�

In fact� the sub�model consisting of K��R��S �or K
�R
�S� reduces to the Haig and

Grafen model described in section ���� The game matrix in normal form equivalent

to the above �tness matrix is

A�

�
BBBBB�

� �v� �k� j���w� w�v��w� j�

��v���w��k� � �k� w��w� w�w� �w�

�k� j���w� � �v� w�v��w� j�

�k� w��w� ��v���w��k� � w�w� �w�

��v��w��w�k� w��w ��v��w��w�k� w��w � �w

�k� w� �k� w� w �

�
CCCCCA

���Existence of Heteroclinic Cycles

De�nition� An edge �XY� is directed from X to Y� in symbols �X�Y�� if the

omega�limit of every point except for X in �XY� is Y �

Lemma ����� Let �Y �X� and �X�Y � be the transversal eigenvectors at X and Y

with eigenvectors in �XY�� Then �X�Y� if and only of �Y �X�  � and �X�Y � 	 �

and at least one of these two inequalities is strict�

� �� �
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Proof� This follows immediately from the classi�cation of replicator equations

with n % � in �����

In order to simplify the classi�cation below we will assume that appart from the

global conditions

j�� j�� k�� k�� v�� v�� w�w�� w� � ��

we have in addition�

�� v� � �w� � k� � � and �� v� � �w� � k� � �

The latter conditions guarantee that all edges involving K� and K
 are directed

�except for the edge connecting both of them�� There are no parameter values

for with these edges could have the opposite direction� When we say �does not

depend on the numerical values of the parameters during the reminder of this

section we always imply that the above conditions do hold�

The direction of edges are compiled in the matrix below� Here� a � refers to an

edge containing an interior rest point� i�e�� an undirected edge� Arrows refer to

directed edges in the following way� � means that the edge is directed from the

entry of the row to the entry of column� � means that the edge is directed in

the other way round� A question mark refer to edges for which the orientation

depends on the parameter values� Figure �� gives a graphical description�

From

To K� R� K� R� R S

K� � � � � # �
R� � � � � # �
K� � � � � # �
R� � � � � # �
R # # # # � �
S � � � � � �

Since all edges with parameter dependent orientation contain R we can give a

complete list of all heteroclinic cycles that are independent of the numerical values

of the parameters� We �nd

� �� �
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R

K2

S

R2

K3

R3

Figure ��� Direction of edges in the neurospora model� Unconditionally directed edges are

indicated by arrows� The single unconditionally undirected edge is marked by a black

dot� and dotted lines refer to edges with parameter dependent orientatation�

��cycles �K��R��S�� �K
�R
�S�� �K��R��R
��

��cycles �K��R��K
�R
�� �K��R��R
�S��

��cycles �K��R��K
�R
�S�� �K��R��K
�R
�S��

It remains to analyse the heteroclinic cycles containing R� Only the edge �RS� is

determined independently of the numerical values of the parameters� We will show

below that the remaining four edges containing R can have both directions� and

that there are parameter values for each combination of directions�

Lemma ����� The directions of the edges containing R are determined by

R� K� �� w � v� � w�  �� �� v� � w� � w � k�  � � �
R� R� �� w � w�  �
R� K
 �� w � v� � w�  �� �� v� � w� � w � k�  � � �
R� R
 �� w � w�  �
K�� R �� w � v� � w� 	 �� �� v� � w� � w � k�  � � �
R�� R �� w � w� 	 �
K
� R �� w � v� � w� 	 �� �� v� � w� � w � k�  � � �
R
� R �� w � w� 	 �

� �� �
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Table ��Heteroclinic Cycles involving R�

Edges last

�rst K��R R��R K��R R��R

R�S R�S�K� R�S�K�

R�S�K��R� R�S�K��R�

R�S�K��R��K� R�S�K��R��K� R�S�K��R��R�

R�S�K��R��K��R� R�S�K��R��K��R�

R�K� R�K��R�

R�K��R��K� R�K��R��R�

R�K��R��S�K� R�K��R��K��R�

R�K��R��R��S�K� R�K��R��S�K��R�

R�R� R�R��K� R�R��R�

R�R��S�K� R�R��S�K� R�R��K��R�

R�R��R��K�

R�R��K��R��K� R�R��R��S�K� R�R��S�K��R�

R�R��R��S�K�

R�R��K��R��S�K�

R�K� R�K��R�

R�K��R��K�

R�K��R��S�K� R�K��R��K��R�

R�K��R��S�K��R� R�K��R��S�K��R�

R�R� R�R��K�

R�R��S�K� R�R��K��R� R�R��S�K�

R�R��S�K��R� R�R��K��R��K�

R�R��S�K��R��K�

R�R��K��R��S�K�

This table can be used to determine all heteroclinic cycles that are consistent with a given set
of parameters� This is done by determining whether an edge involving R is directed� and if
so� if it is expanding or contracting� All cycles which are located in a column belonging to a
contracting edge and in a row belonging to an expanding edge are present in the system� The
conditions on the parameters are given in the text�

� �� �
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where � � indicates that at least one of the two inequalities is strict�

Proof� This follows immediately from lemma ������

In table � we list all possible heteroclinic cycles as a function of their expanding

��rst� and contracting �last� edges at R� Since all edges except for those involving

R do not depend on the numerical values of the parameters� the heteroclinic cycles

in a box of table � exist if and only if the �rst edge is directed and expanding at

R and the last edge is directed and contracting at R�

A stability analysis of the larger number of heteroclinic cycles which arise in the

spore killer model presented above is� unfortunatly� beyond the scope of this Diplo�

marbeit� in part because very little is known about the stability of high dimensional

heteroclinic orbits�

�	�Non�Existence of an Interior Equilibrium

A less ambitious goal is to �nd out whether the neurospora model allows for the

stable coexistence of all ! genotypes�

De�nition� ���� A dynamical system on the simplex Sn is permanent if there

exists a 	 � � such that xi��� � intSn implies

lim inf
t���

xi�t� � 	

for i % �� � � � � n�

Note that permanence means more than just that no component will vanish� For

permanent systems� perturbations that are su	ciently small and rare cannot lead

to extinction� the boundary of the simplex Sn acts as a repellor� For a recent

review of permanence and related concepts see ��"�� A necessary condition for

permanence of replicator equations is the existence of an isolated interior rest

point �����

� �� �
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Lemma �	��� If the replicator equation �R� has a unique interior equilibrium &x

in Sn then it is given by

&x %
�

��A����
A����

Proof� �R� has a unique interior rest point if and only if there is a unique positive

solution of �Ax�k % �xAx� in S�� Hence A is necessarily invertible� and we �nd

&x % �&xA&x�A���� Using �x % � we �nd �&xA&x���A���� % �� and hence both

�&xA&x� �% � and ��A���� �% �� Substituting for �&xA&x� completes the proof�

Theorem �	��� The model for the spore killer system of neurospora discussed

above never has an interior equilibrium� The model is never permanent�

Proof� Using Mathematica we �nd explicitly that ��A���� % � whenever A��

exists�

tram ��Tex�DIPL�MATH� math

Mathematica ��� for IBM RISC System��			

Copyright 
����� Wolfram Research� Inc�

 Motif graphics initialized 

In�
���

A� �

� 	� v�� k�� j���w�� wv�w�� j� ��

� 
v��w�k�� 	� k�� w�w�� ww�� w� ��

� k�� j���w�� 	� v�� wv�w�� j� ��

� k�� w�w�� 
v��w�k�� 	� ww�� w� ��

� 
v�w�wk�� w�w� 
v�w�wk�� w�w� 	� w ��

� k�� w�� k�� w�� w� 	 � �

Out�
�� �� Echo of input omitted ��

In����� AANS � �
�
�
�
�
�
�

Out���� �� Echo of input omitted ��

In����� Simplify� �AANS��MatrixPower�A�
��AANS�� �

Out���� 	

In����� Quit

By lemma ����� the existence of a unique interior equilibrium requires both the

existence of A�� and ��A���� �% �� The neurospora model thus does not admit a

unique interior equilibrium in S for any choice of its parameters� The theorem of

Hutson and Moran ���� implies that the neurospora model is never permanent�

� �� �
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�Conclusions and Open Questions

Heteroclinic orbits are a wide�spread type of attractor in models of biological pro�

cesses� One �nds that there is a wealth of heteroclinic cycles in various models of

unfair segregation� at least in part even for biologically sensible choice of interac�

tion parameters�

In this work a few dynamical systems of this type have been studied in detail�

While all organism exhibiting meiotic drive are of course diploid� and therefore

should be described by the �two�sex equation� it can be argued that �nd order

replicator equations are a su	ciently accurate model� as long as one is interested

in stable �xed points and heteroclinic cycles on the boundary of the state space�

A two locus model for the SD complex in Drosophila melanogaster �"� shows two

competing heteroclinic ��cycles� one of which corresponds to the attracting hete�

roclinic cycle in the reduced game dynamical model by Haig and Grafen ����� No

��cycles can occur in these models and in some variants discussed here�

The competition of two di�erent killer alleles at the same gene locus leads to a

wealth of di�erent qualitative dynamics� among which we have found stable het�

eroclinic ��cycles and systems with two such cycles� The model discussed here

assumes that both killers behave equally against the non�killers and exhibit com�

plete distortion� Brannath�s formalism �!� has been used to study their stability

properties� In addition a stable heteroclinic ��cycle has been found in numeri�

cal simulations� which consists of three corner equilibria and a �xed point in the

interior of an edge�

The stability properties of the dozens of heteroclinic cycles appearing in the model

for spore killers in neurospora and related fungi remain unknown� We have shown�

however� that this model is never permanent� In other words� there is no choice of

the �tness parameters such that all ! alleles would be save from extinction� It is

interesting to note in this context that so far not more than one of the killer types

has been observed in a single fungus� Whether this fact follows from our model

for realistic parameters remains an open question�

� �! �
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Little is known in general about the stability of heteroclinic orbits in Sn for n  ��

Another open question concerns the ��cycle found in the �competition of killers

model� at present there is only numerical evidence for its stability� and Brannath�s

approach is not capable of resolving the stability analysis of such cycles� For the

biological point of view it will be interesting to generalize the �competition of

killers model to incomplete distortion and to di�erent behavior of the two killers

against the non�killers�
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